
The Human Side of Science: 

I’ll Take That Bet!  

Balancing Risk and Benefit 

 

The History of Risk: 

From Ancient Greece and Rome through 

the 19th Century 

 



Ancient Greece 
- Gambling 
 

  … Astragalus (astragalos)  - a sheep anklebone, thrown 

       like dice; could land in one of 4 orientations (2 wide and 

       2 narrow sides) 

… 4 bones thrown 

… Highest scoring throw (“Aphrodite”) actually had highest 

     probability 

http://www.ancienttouch.com/1073.jpg


Ancient Greece 

- Futures speculation:  Aristotle’s story (in Politics) of Thales’  

  acquisition of the rights to all the olive presses in Miletus 
 

  … Forecasted a bumper olive crop 
 

  … Negotiated low prices for exclusive use of all the  

       olive presses 
 

  … When Thales’ prediction proved true, he sub-let the  

       presses, realizing a huge profit  

Thales (624-546 BCE) 

Ancient 

olive 

press 



Ancient Greece 
- Insurance 
 

  … The word “risk” comes from the ancient Greek word 

       for rocks or cliffs, rizikon, which were to be avoided at sea 
 

  … Maritime loans (“Bottomry”): funded individual voyages at  

       high interest rates, repaid only if ships arrived safely 
 

Reconstruction of ancient Greek trireme 



Ancient Greece 

- Example of bottomry 
 

 … 340 BCE:  A loan made “on interest of 225 drachmae on the  

       thousand; but if they should sail … after the rising of Arcturus  

       [after the autumn equinox, when there was greater danger of  

       storms], at 300 on the thousand” 
 

The Piraeus, c. 5th Century BCE 



Ancient Greece 

- Business, Banking and Debt  
 

  … Highly developed lending enterprises matched interest  

       rates, collateral to borrowers’ riskiness 
 

  … c. 350 BCE: Aeschines the philosopher borrowed at 36%, 

       later refinanced at 18%; Phormio (Athens’ richest citizen) 

       borrowed at 16 2/3%  
 

  … Demosthenes (384-322 BCE) mentions rates of 10% - 16% 
   

  … Farmers borrowed on land at 10% to finance yearly crops 

Athenian tetradrachm, c. 454-404 BCE 

http://www.ancientresource.com/images/greek/greek_coins/athens/Athens-cng093a.jpg


Ancient Greece 

- Public debt  
 

  … Greek cities borrowed to finance wars 
 

  … Credit very poor – high interest rates, tough collateral 
 

  … 377-373 BCE: 13 cities borrowed from Temple at Delos; 

       only two paid their entire share back; 4/5 never repaid 
 

  … Demosthenes, c. 330 BCE, lent one talent to Oreos  

       secured by all the city’s public revenues 
 

  … Cyme pledged its public colonnades; upon its default, 

       citizens could not use them for shelter from rain 
 



Ancient Rome 

- Mercantile functions similar to Greece 
 

  … Relied on Greeks, Jews and slaves for banking and trading 

  … 19 fora vendalia (trading centers) across Empire   
 

- Gambling prevalent at all social levels 
 

  … Marcus Aurelius had his own personal croupier; Claudius 

       wrote a book on dicing 

  … Roman soldiers played dice for Jesus’ cloak 
   

Roman silver dice c. 100 CE 



Ancient Rome 

-  Ulpian (c.170-223 CE) – Digest of Roman Law (211-221) 
 

  … Rates of interest controlled by law (8 1/3% - 12%) 
 

  … “He who bears the risk should get the benefit” 
 

  … Bottomry loans allowed at higher rates to adjust for  

       uncertain peril of voyages (20%+) 
 

  … Life insurance and annuity tables calculated; Roman 

       state raised revenues by selling these annuities 

 



Ancient Rome – Ulpian’s Annuity Table 

Beneficiary’s current age (1) No. of years annuity to be paid 

1-20                                     30 

20-25                                   28 

25-30                                   25 

30-35                                   22 

35-40                                   20 

40-50                 60 - (beneficiary’s age) -1 

50-55                                     9 

55-60                                     7 

60 +                                       5 

(1) Age of beneficiary at time annuity is purchased 



Why Didn’t Ancient Greece or Rome 

Discover Probability? 

- Greeks had a word for it:  eikos, “plausible” or “probable” 

  … Socrates: “Likeness to truth” 
 

- Mathematics emphasized geometry and logic 

  … No conceptual basis for degrees of belief 

  … No decimal arithmetic – only geometric proportions 
 

- Philosophy: sharp distinction between truth and probability 

  … Plato’s Phaedo: “The proposition that the soul is in 

       harmony has not been demonstrated at all, but rests only 

       on probability [eikos]” 
 

- Religion and art emphasized role of gods and fate in affairs 

  … Asked oracles about future instead of trying to predict it 



Risk, Interest and Usury 

- Usury:  The sin of charging interest 
 

- “And if thy brother be waxen poor, and his means fail with 

  thee; then thou shalt uphold him: as a stranger and a settler 

  shall he live with thee.  Take thou no interest of him or  

  increase; but fear thy God; that thy brother may live with 

  thee.  Thou shalt not give him thy money upon interest, nor 

  give him thy victuals for increase.”  (Leviticus 25:35-37) 
 

Of Usury, woodcut 

by Albrecht Durer 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:UsuryDurer.jpg


Risk, Interest and Usury 

 

- Judaism: If there is risk involved, interest (ribit) is allowed 
 

   … Rabbi Yehudah (c. 150):  “Interest contingent on one  

        side of a transaction is permitted … if one sold a house  

        to someone, or he sold him a field, and the buyer said 

        [to the seller] … whenever you have money to buy back  

        the field [with interest] I will return it to you, it is permitted.” 

        (Talmud: Bava Metzia 65b) 

 

http://www.freshorganicliving.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/latham-corn-field2.jpg


Risk, Interest and Usury 

- Catholic Church: 
 

  … Council of Nicaea (325): prohibits usury by clerics 
 

  … Capitularies of Charlemagne (c. 800): forbade usury to all;  

       defined usury as “where more is asked than is given” 
 

  … Second Lateran Council (1139): held usurers infamous; 

       Pope Eugene III declared mortgages usurious 
 

  … Pope Alexander III (c. 1170): credit sales at a price above 

       the cash price are usury 
 

  … Fifth Lateran Council (1512): usury when “a thing which 

      produces nothing is applied to the acquiring of gain and 

      profit without any work, any expense or any risk” 
 



Risk, Interest and Usury 

  -  Catholic Church (continued) 
 

  … Aquinas (Summa Theologica,1268-1274) allowed  

      investment partnerships:  “… he that entrusts his 

      money to a merchant or craftsman so as to form a 

      kind of society, does not transfer the ownership  

      of his money to them, for it remains his, so that at his risk  

      the merchant speculates with it, or the craftsman uses it  

      for his craft, and consequently he may lawfully demand as  

      something belonging to him, part of the profits derived  

      from his money” 

  



Risk, Interest and Usury 

- Catholic Church (continued) 
 

  … Peter the Chanter (c. 1200) allowed forward sales 

       of commodities:  “A buyer or seller may be 

       excused from usury if he exposes himself to the risk of 

       receiving more or less.  Thus if one buys a crop on the 

       stalk for 20 pounds, and he is in doubt whether it will  

       be worth more or less at the time of harvest, although it 

       may turn out that at that time it is worth more, and he 

       gains, there is no usury” 

 

- Late 1200’s: First Bourse for commodities trading opens in  

  Bruges at the home of the Van der Burse family 



Forward Sales Contracts 

Spring Fall 

Agree on 

price 

Harvest and deliver crops 

at agreed price 

Farmer 

Merchant 

Plant crops 

Sell crops 



Risk, Interest and Usury 

- Peter John Olivi (1280s-1290’s) – chief Franciscan theorist 
 

  … Related sizes of risks to relative chance of occurrence  

       (probabilitatis); stated that these risks could be priced  

       and traded as futures contracts 
 

  … “The priceable value of … a probable hope of profit, 

       from the capital is capable of being traded.  For this  

       probability has a value, and a priceable thing can be 

       sold licitly for the price it has at any time … the capital, 

       as much as the principal and final profit from the capital, 

       runs at the peril of the lender.  Hence it can hardly be 

       regarded as usury” 



Islamic Law (c. 7th-9th Century) 

God condemns usury, and blesses charities … O you who 

believe, you shall observe God and refrain from all kinds of  

usury, if you are believers.  If you do not, then expect a war 

from God and His messenger.  But if you repent, you may  

keep your capital, without inflicting injustice, or incurring 

injustice.  If the debtor is unable to pay, wait for a better time. 

If you give up the loan as a charity, it would be better for you, 

if you only knew. 

  

-- The Koran (Al-Baqarah 2:276-280) 



Islamic Law (c. 7th-9th Century) 

- Games of chance forbidden 
 

- Contracts involving risk, interest (riba), uncertainty or  

  speculation (gharar) also forbidden 

   ... Sales of unharvested crops not allowed unless there 

        were “signs of readiness” of ripening indicating salability 

   ... Sales of fish in the water not allowed unless easily  

       caught in a shallow pool owned by the vendor 
 

- Probably prevented Islamic  

  civilization from discovering  

  the mathematics of probability 

The Koran 



China 
- Records of gambling as far back as 2000 BCE 

  … Dominoes (Pai Gow) c. 900 

  … Playing cards c. 1120 

  … Go (Weiqi), c. 600 BCE 

  … Mah-jongg 1800’s 

   

   
 

Northern Chinese Kun P’ai card deck 

Chinese Pai Gow tiles, Song 

Dynasty (c. 1120)  

Woman playing 

Go, Tang Dynasty, 

c. 744 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_uB54Ngtfj7s/SyjpyA2pwxI/AAAAAAAAABA/PfpMOZWZmWQ/s1600-h/3+suits+of+Chinese+playing+cards
http://thequeenofcards.info/history/ancienteastern-origins/chinese-dominoes/p8-1-2/
http://thequeenofcards.info/history/ancienteastern-origins/chinese-dominoes/p8-2-2/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Anonymous-Astana_Graves_Wei_Qi_Player.jpg


- Banking: underdeveloped credit structures throughout history 

  with high interest rates 
 

  … Agrarian, Confucian society: social opinion unfavorable to  

      merchants and moneylenders 
 

  … Government bureau of currency and produce exchange 

       lent money and seed to farmers c. 1000 BCE; interest 

       charged c. 400 BCE; by 1069, rates at 10-20% 
 

  … Buddhist monasteries and private pawnshops lent on  

       collateral c. 200-300 at 100%; some could borrow from  

       government at under 10% and re-lend 
  

  … Cooperative loan societies c. 800  

 

China 



Speculation in Public Debt 
- Secondary markets developed in debts of cities and states 

  during the 1200’s 

  … Originated as forced loans from the wealthy for defense 

  … Discounted later (risks of war, insolvency, etc.) 

  … Could be considered usury 
  

- Claro of Florence (c. 1260): Those who profit when peace 

  is restored “… are excused by reason of risk and danger 

  … but they ought to give very fat charities from their profits” 

Florence, 1470’s 

http://intranet.arc.miami.edu/rjohn/ARC 267/new images/Chain_map_Florence.jpg


Life Annuities 

- Became popular in the 1300’s as a method of raising 

  funds by governments and the Church 
   

  … Risk tied to uncertainty of beneficiary’s life expectancy 

       mitigated stigma of usury 
 

  … Hamburg, Douai:  paid 10%/year (vs.  5 - 6.66% on  

       perpetual annuities) 

 

- Mid-1300’s: beneficiaries of different ages paid different 

  rates, reflecting differing life expectancies 
 

  … Nordhausen (1350):  1 mark/year for 10 marks for those 

       aged 40-50, but 1 mark/year for 8 marks for 50-60 

       year-olds 



Insurance 

- 1319:  Pisan cloth buyer pays Florentine firm 8.75% extra 

   rischio to assume risk of delivering Flemish and French cloth 

   from Champagne 
 

- 1343: First known true insurance contract  

   … Owner of wool bound from Pisa to Sicily pays ship owner 

        a premium to receive double the shipment’s value should 

        goods fail to arrive safely 
 

- 1350:  Genoese merchant receives 54 florins to insure a 300 

   florin wheat shipment from Sicily to Tunis against “all risks, 

   perils, and fortune from acts of God, man, or the sea” 
 

- Hanseatic League and Lombards standardize maritime  

  insurance, leading to reduction in rates 

  … 1384: 8% from Cadiz to Sluys or Southampton; 4% from  

       Pisa to Naples or Tunis 



Insurance 

- 1399:  Life insurance contracts in Genoa 

 

- Early 1400’s:  Insurance brokerages and syndicates 

  develop in Italy and the Hanseatic League 

  … 1473: Monte dei Paschi established in Siena as a  

       cooperative among farmers to insure each other against 

       bad weather; later became one of the largest banks in 

       Italy 

 

- Distinction between “insurance” and “betting” not clearly 

  understood during late Middle Ages and early Renaissance  

  … Venetian merchants make “insurances” on lives of Popes, 

       Doge of Venice, horses and length of a conclave 



The Early Renaissance 

- Trade expands, becoming increasingly complex and  

   conceptually abstract 
 

- Early 1500’s: center of commercial activity moves from Italy to  

  northwest Europe, especially Antwerp 

  … Insurance, life annuities, forward contracts, futures, lotteries, 

       partnerships, syndications, etc. all prevalent 
 

Antwerp, 1572 



The Renaissance 

-  Almost no regulation – intense speculative atmosphere 
 

-  Business risks considered similar to gambling 
 

- 1557-1559:  France and Spain default on sovereign debts 

  due to exhaustion from wars 

  … 1576:  Spain invades Antwerp, which never recovers 

  … Amsterdam becomes primary European trading center 

  

Burghers of Amsterdam, early 1600’s 
“The Spanish Fury”, Hans Collaert, 1577 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/c/c1/The_Spanish_Fury.JPG


The Stock Market 
- Dutch East India Company organized 1602 in Amsterdam 

  … Over 2% of Amsterdam’s adults bought shares 

  … Price rose 15% in 1 month; 1/3 of shares changed hands 

       by 1607 

Share in Dutch East India  

Company,  2400 florins, 1623 

- 1688: Trading of stocks on an exchange begins in London 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Vereinigte_Ostindische_Compagnie_bond.jpg


Admiral Van der Eyck 

Sold for 1045 florins, Feb. 1637 

Semper Augustus 

Sold for 12 acres of land, 1636 

The Dutch Tulip Mania 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Semper_Augustus_Tulip_17th_century.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Admiral_Verijck_(van_der_Eijck).jpg


The Dutch Tulip Mania 

-  First speculative bubble in modern history; centered in Haarlem 

-  Futures contracts created in 1636, options contracts in 1637; 

   no bulbs actually changed hands  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tulip_price_index1.svg


The South Sea Bubble 

“The South Sea Bubble,” by  

Edward Matthew Ward, 1846 

- 1711: South Sea Company founded – monopoly on slave  

   trade with Spanish colonies 
 

- 1713-1719: British Government scheme to swap Government 

   debt for shares in the Company; shares supported by a 

   Government annuity to the Company 

“Emblematical Print of the South Sea  

Bubble,” by William Hogarth, 1721 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:South_Sea_Bubble.jpg
http://www.metamute.org/en/node/10790


The South Sea Bubble 
- 1719-1720: Company officials began to “talk up” shares 

   … Issued shares to Government officials, King’s mistress, etc. 

   



The South Sea Bubble 
 

- Speculative mania ignited; other joint-stock companies floated 

  … “A Company for carrying out an Undertaking of great 

       Advantage, but nobody to know what it is” 

  … June 1720: Bubble Act, requiring all new incorporations 

       by Act of Parliament or Royal Charter 
 

- August 1720: Price began falling 

  … Sales to cover loans made to acquire shares (margin calls) 

  … Short selling: sales of borrowed shares in hope of buying 

       them back at a lower price 

  … December 1720: price stood at 150 pounds; Isaac Newton 

       reportedly lost 20,000 pounds ($3,000,000 in today’s funds); 

       George I lost 56,000 pounds 



Middle Ages and Renaissance Gambling 
- Dice play a favorite pastime of knights 

  … German landsknechts notorious gamblers (1200’s) 

  … St. Louis tried to outlaw dicing (1254, 1256) 

  … Henry VIII, an avid gambler, tried to outlaw gambling (1541) 
 

- Backgammon brought into Europe via the Crusades 
 

- Mid-1300’s: Playing cards appeared (invented in China c.900) 

  … 1367: Banned in Bern; by late 1500’s more popular than dice 
 

- Late 1300’s:  First attempts at calculating dice probabilities 

Renaissance gambling hall  
Medieval backgammon 

game 



Girolamo Cardano 

Girolamo Cardano 

(1501-1576) 

- Mathematician and inveterate gambler;  

  wrote the first self-critical autobiography; 

  spent time in a poorhouse, arrested and 

  jailed as a heretic 
 

- Son of a lawyer, internationally famous 

  physician who cured the Archbishop of 

  St. Andrews of asthma 
 

-1539: wrote Practica Arithmetica, first 

   successful math text to deal with risk 
 

- Also wrote De Ludo Aleae (On Games  

  of Chance), containing the first accurate 

  analysis of probabilities for dice and for the repetition of events 

  … First to define probabilities as ratios of favorable outcomes 

       to total number of outcomes 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Cardano.jpg


The Interrupted Game Problem 

- Suppose 2 players pitch pennies for a pot  

   … The first to win 19 times wins the pot 

   … One player has 18 wins and the second 9 

        when the game is interrupted 

   … How should the pot be fairly divided? 
 

- Fra Luca Pacioli (1494): Divide the pot in proportion to the  

  number of wins each player already has 

  … In our example: 18/9 = 2/1 (the player with 18 wins gets  

       2/3, the other gets 1/3) 
 

- Cardano (1539): Divide the pot in the ratio of the sum of  

  the numbers up to the number of wins each player still 

  needs to get 

  … In our example: (1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)/1 = 45/1 

      (the player with 18 wins gets 45/46, the other gets 1/46) 



The Interrupted Game Problem 

- 1654:  The Chevalier de Mere encounters the problem 
 

   … Real name: Antoine Gombaud 
 

   … Writer, habitual gambler, amateur mathematician 
 

   … Bet repeatedly on outcomes  

        with narrow margins in his favor 
 

   … Strategy: win tiny amounts on large  

        numbers of plays 
 

   … Resulted in many interrupted games 

 

- Brought the problem to the Duc de  

  Roannez’s Paris salon 

   

1st edition, Oeuvres du 

Chevalier de Mere, 1692 



Pascal and Fermat 

Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665) 

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f3/Pierre_de_Fermat.jpg


The first thing which we must consider is that the money  

the players have put into the game no longer belongs to 

them … but they have received in return the right to  

expect that which luck will bring them, according to the 

rules which they agreed at the outset … [If the game is 

interrupted] the rule determining that which will belong to  

them will be proportional to that which they had the right 

to expect from fortune … 

 

-- Pascal 



Pascal’s Traite du Triangle Arithmetique,1654 

http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/RareBooks/PascalTraite/04.JPG
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1  10  45  120  210  252  210  120  45  10  1     

Future outcomes for  

player with18 wins:  

1 needed for overall win 

while opponent wins up 

to 9 

     1/(1+1) = 1/2 = 1/21 

Future outcomes for  

player with 9 wins:  

10 needed for overall win 

while opponent wins 

none 

1/(1+10+45+ 

120+210+252 

+210+120 

+45+10+1) 

=1/1024 

=1/210 

 

Divide the pot in the 

ratio (1/2)/(1/1024) 

or 512 to 1 in favor 

of the player with 18 

wins 



http://paxarcana.files.wordpress.com/2008/10/cardinals.jpg


Other Uses of Pascal’s Triangle 

- Probability that your team will win the World Series after losing 

  the first game? 
 

  … Remaining Series = best 4 out of 6 games 
 

  … 6th row of triangle gives the 26 possible combinations of wins 

      and losses by both teams: 
 

                1   6   15   20   15    6    1       (64 total combinations) 
 

  … Your team needs to win 4 games; other team needs 3 
 

  … 1 way in which your team wins all games 
 

  … 6 ways in which the other team wins only 1 more game 
 

  … 15 ways in which the other team wins only 2 more games 
 

  … Total:  1 + 6 + 15 = 22 ways in which your team wins Series; 

       probability = 22/64 = 11/32 that your team will win 4 games 

       before the other team wins 3 



The Abbey at Port-Royal 

- Jansenist monastery and convent located 30 km southwest 

  of Paris,10 km from Versailles 



http://www.allcollection.net/1671-logique-ou-lart-penser~x24277055


Fear of harm ought to be proportional not 

merely to the gravity of the harm, but also  

to the probability of the event. 
 

-- La logique, ou l’art de penser, Port-Royal Abbey 

   (probably authored by Pascal, Pierre Nicole and 

   Antoine Arnauld), 1662  



Daniel Bernoulli 

- Scion of famous mathematical 

  Bernoulli family 
 

- Father (Jacob) discovered Law 

  of Large Numbers; his own motto  

  was invito patre sidera verso (“I am 

  among the stars in spite of my father”) 
 

- 1738: Formulated St. Petersburg  

  Game as paradox in decision making  

  under conditions of risk 
 

- First to identify critical role of utility in decision-making: 

  “The utility … is dependent on the particular circumstances 

  of the person making the estimate … there is no reason to  

  assume that … the risks anticipated by each individual must 

  be deemed equal in value” 

Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Danielbernoulli.jpg


The St. Petersburg Game 

You are offered the following game: 
 

- Flip a coin repeatedly until heads comes up 
 

- Payoff if heads comes up after n coin flips = $2n-1 

 

- Probability that heads comes up after n coin flips = 1/2n-1  
 

- Expected value of game =  

 

            1(1/1) + 2(1/2) + 4(1/4) + 8(1/8) + … 

 

            = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + … (infinite) 
 

 

- How much would you actually pay to get into this game? 



The St. Petersburg Game 

- Bernoulli claimed people would only pay $20 to get in the game 

 

- Experiments show that people will only pay $18-22 

 

- Bernoulli:  “The utility resulting from any small increase in 

  wealth will be inversely proportionate to the quantity of  

  goods previously possessed” 
 

  … Therefore people discount very low probability events  

       even if they have big monetary impact 

 

- Bernoulli argued that we make decisions that maximize  

  expected utility, not expected value 



Utility and Risk Attitudes 
- Which would you prefer? 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $10 with probability 50% and $0  

      otherwise, or 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $3 with probability 100% 

 
 
 



Utility and Risk Attitudes 
- Which would you prefer? 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $10 with probability 50% and $0  

      otherwise, or 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $3 with probability 100% 
 

- How about: 

   … A lottery ticket that pays out $100,000 with probability 50% 

       and $0 otherwise, or  

   … A lottery ticket that pays out $30,000 with probability 100% 

 



Utility and Risk Attitudes 
- Which would you prefer? 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $10 with probability 50% and $0  

      otherwise, or 

  … A lottery ticket that pays out $3 with probability 100% 
 

- How about: 

   … A lottery ticket that pays out $100,000 with probability 50% 

       and $0 otherwise, or  

   … A lottery ticket that pays out $30,000 with probability 100% 
 

- Risk-neutral people only care about the expected value of  

       the lottery ticket 
 

- Risk-averse people (most people) prefer having the 

       expected value of the lottery ticket to the lottery ticket  
 

- Risk-seeking people prefer the lottery ticket to having 

       the expected value of the lottery ticket 



Maximizing Expected Utility 
Utility 

Money 
$200 $1500 $5000 

Buy a bike (utility = 1) 

Buy a nicer bike (utility = 2) 

Buy a used car (utility = 3) 

Risk-averse 

utility function 

with diminishing 

marginal utility 

- Risk-averse utility functions flatten out the more money is 

  involved because of diminishing marginal utility  

  … Each additional dollar provides less utility than the dollar  

       before it 

 
 



John Graunt: Statistical Sampling 

- 1662:  Publishes Natural and Political Observations made 

   upon the Bills of Mortality 
 

- Collected and analyzed detailed statistics on City of London 
 

- Estimated London’s population from  

  number of births and burials 
 

- Used mortality information to estimate 

  average expected ages at death by 

  age cohort 
 

- “Considering that it is esteemed an  

   even lay, whether any man lives ten 

   years longer, I supposed it was the 

   same, that one of any ten might die  

   within one year” John Graunt (1620-1674) 



Bills of Mortality, 1665 



Bill of Mortality, 1665 (full year) 



Graunt’s Statistical Summary 



Graunt’s Table of the Number of 

  Survivors from a Group of 100 

Age         Graunt’s Estimate    1993 Estimate (1) 

 

  0                      100                         100 

  6                        64                           99 

16                        40                           99 

26                        25                           98 

36                        16                           97 

46                        10                           95 

56                          6                           92 

66                          3                           84 

76                          1                           70 

(1) Source: American Demographics, 2/1995, p.1 



Edmund Halley 

Edmund Halley (1656-1742) 

- Aware of methodological flaws in Graunt’s work 
 

- Analyzed detailed statistical records 

  from Breslau, Germany furnished  

  by Leibniz to the Royal Society 
 

- Calculated a table showing the 

  odds of dying at each subsequent 

  age for people of any age 
 

- Developed the first mathematics for 

  accurately valuing life annuities 
 

- 1693: Published findings in  

  Transactions of the Royal Society 
 

- Took a century to incorporate into 

  actual annuity pricing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Edmund_Halley.gif


Halley’s Mortality Table, 1693 



Halley’s Mortality Table, 1693 

Probability of surviving from age 15 to 30 = 531/628 = 84.55% 



Present Value of an Annuity 

       an  = S  
1 

(1+r)i i=1 

n 

- The present value of an annuity of $1 per year for n years is: 

-  r  = interest rate 



Present Value of a Life Annuity 

Ln = S  
1 

(1+r)i-n+1 
ipn 

i=n 
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- The actuarial present value of a life annuity of $1 per year for 

  a person n years old is: 

-  r    = interest rate 

-  ipn = probability of a person n years old living until age i 



Lloyd’s of London 

- Founded by Edward Lloyd 1687 in a coffeehouse near Thames 
 

- 1696: Launched “Lloyd’s List” – compilation of information on 

   arrivals/departures of ships and conditions abroad and at sea 
 

- Brokers frequented Lloyd’s  

  … Connected those seeking insurance on cargoes with  

       risk-takers willing to provide it 

  … Risk-takers would write their names underneath the terms 

       of the cargo contracts – hence, “underwriters” 

 

Lloyd’s main subscription room, 1802 



- Born a Huguenot; after Louis XIV revoked Edict of Nantes 

  in 1685, imprisoned two years in France, then fled to England 
 

- Friend of Newton:  “Go see de Moivre; 

  he knows more about these matters  

  than I do”;  wrote Annuities upon  

  Lives, an analysis of Halley’s work 
 

- 1711-1718: Published The Doctrine of 

  Chances:  “The Risk of losing any sum 

  is the reverse of Expectation; and the 

  true measure of it is, the product of the 

  Sum adventured multiplied by the 

  Probability of the Loss” 
 

- Defined the mean, variance and  

  standard deviation of a probability  

  distribution; discovered the normal distribution 

Abraham de Moivre 

Abraham de Moivre 

(1667-1754) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Abraham_de_moivre.jpg


First Published Probability Textbook 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Abraham_de_Moivre_-_Doctrine_of_Chance_-_1718.gif


Thomas Bayes (1702-1762) 

Thomas Bayes 

- Presbyterian minister; Fellow of the Royal Society; published 

  a defense of Newton’s calculus against Bishop Berkeley  
 

- Died 1762; bequeathed draft of Essay Towards Solving a  

  Problem in the Doctrine of Chances, plus 

  100 pounds sterling, to Dr. Richard Price, 

  also a Royal Society member 
 

- 1764: Price sent Bayes’ Essay to the 

   Royal Society for publication,  

   containing Bayes’ Theorem 



Dr. Richard Price  

(1723-1791) 

Dr. Richard Price 

- Believed the American Revolution was ordained by God;  

  cared for American POWs who were transferred to England 
 

- Personal friend of Ben Franklin and 

  Adam Smith; read and critiqued  

  Smith’s draft of The Wealth of Nations 
 

- Founder of actuarial science; developed  

  mortality tables for setting life insurance 

  and annuity premiums 

  … Based on Halley, de Moivre’s work 

  … Used data from Northampton, which 

       had better records than London 

  … Published results in 1771 as  

       Observations on Reversionary 

       Payments – insurance industry bible 

       until late 19th Century 



Dr. Richard Price’s Northampton Life Table 



Karl Friedrich Gauss 

(1777-1855) 

Karl Friedrich Gauss 

- Child prodigy in mathematics; doctoral thesis proved 

   the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra; reclusive and secretive 

   -- lived in Gottingen and would not travel away 
 

- Napoleon ordered his troops not to 

  attack Gottingen because “the  

  greatest mathematician of all times 

  is living there” 
 

- Refined the mathematics of the  

  normal distribution while analyzing 

  errors in experimental data from a 

  geodetic survey in 1816 
 

- Developed the least-squares method 

  of regression analysis while  

  analyzing data on the orbits of  

  asteroids in 1794-1809 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Carl_Friedrich_Gauss.jpg


Pierre-Simon, Marquis de Laplace 

Pierre-Simon, Marquis 

de Laplace (1749-1827) 

- French mathematician and astronomer; gave probability and 

  statistics their essential modern form 
 

- When asked by Napoleon why his book on astronomy did 

  not mention God, Laplace replied, 

  “Je n’avais pas besoin de cette  

  hypothese-la (I have no need of that 

  hypothesis)” 
 

- Developed Bayes’ Theorem into an 

  entire method of inductive 

  reasoning based on probability; first 

  to give formal principles of probability  
 

- Gave formal proofs of method of  

  least squares regression analysis and 

  other statistical techniques initially 

  developed by Gauss and de Moivre 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e3/Pierre-Simon_Laplace.jpg


Sampling and Statistics 

Adolphe Quetelet 

Adolphe Quetelet  

(1796-1874) 

- Belgian astronomer, mathematician, 

  statistician and sociologist 
 

- Pioneered the use of mathematics 

  and statistics in social research 
 

- 1835: Publishes Sur l’homme et le 

   developpement de ses facultes 
 

- Introduced the concept of the homme 

  moyen (“average man”), characterized 

  by the mean values of normally 

  distributed variables 
 

- Used statistical analysis to identify  

  social risk factors correlated with crime, 

  disease, and other problems 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Adolphe_Qu%C3%A9telet_by_Joseph-Arnold_Demannez.jpg


Quetelet’s Analysis of the 

Distribution of Crime by Age in Belgium 

http://ndt.oxfordjournals.org/content/23/1/47/F2.large.jpg


Sampling and Statistics 

Francis Galton 

Francis Galton (1822-1911) 

- Amateur scientist with a keen interest in heredity; believed in 

  eugenics and tried to use statistical methods to prove its validity; 

  invented weather maps, fingerprint 

  analysis and psychometrics 
 

- Deeply influenced by Quetelet’s work: 

  “An Average is but a solitary fact,  

  whereas if a single other fact be added 

  to it, an entire Normal Scheme, which 

  nearly corresponds to the observed  

  one, starts potentially into existence” 
 

- 1860’s: developed concept of statistical  

  correlation and discovered the  

  phenomenon of regression to the  

  mean 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Francis_Galton_1850s.jpg


Galton’s Analysis of Children’s Heights, Showing  

  Correlation and Regression to the Mean, 1885 

- Mid-parents 68.5” and above had children whose median heights were 

  below their mid-parents’; those below 68.5” had taller children 



The Industrial Revolution 

- Scale of business risks magnified by existence of 

  joint-stock companies and stock exchanges 

  … Massive aggregations of capital finance huge enterprises 

  … Lack of regulation and transparency creates opportunities 

       for major frauds and near-frauds 

 

- 1800’s: Periodic “panics” occur as speculative bubbles form 

   and collapse 

 

- United States becomes the mecca of risk-taking 



The New York Stock Exchange 

- 1792: Founded under a buttonwood tree on Wall Street 
  

- Initially met at the Tontine Coffee House 

Founding of the New York Stock Exchange 

Tontine Coffee House (with balcony), 

c. 1800 



The Chicago Board of Trade 

- Founded 1848; futures contracts introduced 1865 
 

- Commodity dealers and distributors could hedge inventories 

   by engaging in futures transactions 

Wheat trading floor scene, Chicago 

Board of Trade, 1880 
Advertisement by grain distributor, 

showing trading capability on futures  

exchanges, 1891 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/ahr/111.2/images/levy_fig02b.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/ahr/111.2/levy.html&usg=__EkiLzlNGb9xPV5PlA5A7qbEDAO4=&h=583&w=640&sz=45&hl=en&start=112&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=WfbeGUM6D83KGM:&tbnh=125&tbnw=137&prev=/images?q=Chicago+Board+of+Trade+history&start=108&hl=en&safe=off&sa=N&gbv=2&ndsp=18&tbs=isch:1


Hedging 

- Suppose I have 100 bushels of wheat at $20/bushel cost 

  … Must hold it for 3 months 

 

- 90 day wheat futures are currently at $20.00/bushel 

 

- Write a 90-day “call” on 100 bushels at $20.00 

   … Make about $.50/bushel up front (value of call option itself) 

   … Buyer of “call” expects price of wheat to go up 



The Robber Barons 

John D.  

Rockefeller 

Andrew 

Carnegie 

Cornelius 

Vanderbilt 

J. P.  

Morgan 



Photograph of the blackboard in the New York 

Gold Room, Black Friday, September 24, 1869 

 

Jay Gould 

(1836-1892) 

“Diamond” Jim 

Fisk  

(1835-1872) 

Black Friday 

- 1869: Jim Fisk and Jay Gould corner the gold market 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Black_Friday_1869.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jay_Gould.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jubilee-jim-fisk.jpg


Black Friday 

- 1860’s: Fisk and Gould got control of Erie RR from Vanderbilt 
 

- Theory: driving up price of gold would increase wheat prices 

  … Farmers would ship more wheat East on Erie RR 
 

- Recruited Abel Corbin, President Grant’s brother-in-law 
 

- Through Corbin, persuaded Grant to appoint Daniel Butterfield 

   Assistant Treasurer of the US 

   … Butterfield gave inside information on Government gold sales 
 

- September 1869: began buying gold 

   … Price rose dramatically 
    

- September 24:  Grant releases $4 million of US gold 

   … Price collapses within minutes 

   … Investors ruined, including Corbin 

   … Fisk and Gould escape significant financial harm 




